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One Camel Called Doug

The following planning incorporates:

Statutory framework for the EYFS:

playing and exploring – children investigate and experience
things, and ‘have a go’ 
active learning – children concentrate and keep on trying
if they encounter difficulties, and enjoy! Achievements
creating and thinking critically – children have and develop
their own ideas, make links between ideas, and develop
strategies for doing things  

The characteristics of effective teaching and learning In
planning and guiding what children learn, practitioners must
reflect on the different rates at which children are developing
and adjust their practice appropriately. Three characteristics
of effective teaching and learning are:  

Learning in the Early Years cannot be compartmentalised and
the following planning, covers all aspects of the children’s
learning as they work their way (at their own pace) towards
achieving the ELG’s at the end of the foundation stage. §



Getting started

Begin by looking at the front and back covers…discuss what
the children see. What do the children think about Doug?…
Can they glean any information from the illustration? 

The children may choose to carry out some research about
camels and their habitats, either using an internet search or
by using non-fiction texts to further their knowledge. You
could complete a KWL chart if they really become
interested in this topic (K: what children already know, W:
what they want to know & L: what they’ve learnt – the L
section is completed at the end of the unit of work). 

Read the blurb…what does it mean to be ‘wonderfully one’?
Are there any opportunities that the children can think of
where being one is advantageous…explore.  

On a large piece of paper write the numeral one in the
centre then brain storm ideas around it. Display for children
to refer back to (this can also be done for 2/3/4 & 5). 

What might ‘all camelled out’ mean?  

What might it mean to be ‘humpity’ Explore and discuss. 
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One Camel Called Doug

Exploring the text

Read the book up to the introduction of Brian the camel.
Can children notice anything about the words bump and
hump?
 
Play some rhyming games such as silly soup, to reinforce
children’s understanding of rhyme. What other words
rhyme in the story? Begin to generate others based on
simple rhyming families. 
 
One has become two – explore how this is different. What
can two children do that one could not?  

Quote the text – “Two can play see-saw and leapfrog with
ease. Two camels can tango or fly the trapeze.” Two have
more flexibility to do these things amongst others. Is it
better than being alone? Based on the ideas and reflections
made here circle time sessions may be needed by the
children. 

Progress by exploring the three-ness of three. Introduce the
three-sided tri-angle, explaining that tri means 3. Spend
some time exploring its features, using both 2D and 3D
shapes. 

‘Three is tremendous but just add one more.’ Refer to this
in the text and reinforce it. Use a variety of equipment
(both real life and mathematical) to demonstrate adding
one more each time from 1, 2, 3, 4 etc. Record findings on
white boards or even on mini number books (zig zags for
example). 
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Key questions

What is happening to the number each time?
 
“Four can run relays against the baboons, four fills a
bobsleigh to swoosh through the dunes!” But when
another camel called Rita joins the 4 they make 5 –
enough for a 5 aside football team…shooting and
spinning! 

What is the unique-ness of 5? Explore number bonds to
five at this point. Use 5 children to show how they can
be split differently. Does this affect the overall total? 
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Embedding the story

“Through the haze and shimmering heat”…. 

Can the children identify what is happening each time
another camel joins the herd? What is a herd? Discuss this
word with the children…is it limited to camels alone?…
explore. Refer also to child/adult led work initially from the
beginning of the theme when camels/habitats were
developed.  

Use this opportunity for children to explore adding one
more each time and fully appreciating how the number
grows, using a variety of different equipment/apparatus,
separately as a standalone activity and within continuous
provision areas.  

When Doug is ‘all camelled out’ and he looks up at the
stars…what is he realising? Some whole class mindfulness,
meditation and circle time sessions would be lovely here to
really slow the children down and enable them to be fully
‘in the moment.’  
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Key questions

Key Vocabulary

What do we appreciate and why?

Unique 
Individual 
Difference 
Special 
Caring 
Compassionate 
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Child-led extensions

In continuous provision, offer children opportunities to
explore the sand tray. Children will enjoy role playing
the story with mini figures of camels etc. Can they
repeat from the text? 
Use camels and other desert animals in the tuff tray
with paint, explore their footsteps, reinforce counting in
2s.  
Numbers and shapes (2D & 3D) could be added to the
sand tray both indoors and out, offering practitioners,
who play alongside the children opportunities to explore
their properties. 
Use dry sand to make marks with a variety of
equipment. This could be developed as far as
practitioner’s desire dependent on the children’s stages
of development. 
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Adult-led extensions

Playing hide & seek (like Doug did) 
Let’s become Doug, Claire, Brian etc – by making
camel hats  
Rhyming games 
Musical bumps (like the herd plays) 
Pass the parcel (children could even wrap their own
gifts; giving them opportunities to measure, cut,
attach paper etc) 
Treasure hunt (this would be a great idea in the
outside learning environment – as the children have
more room to search and explore. There are
opportunities to link this with Easter egg hunts ) 
A party could be had at the end of the unit of work
on this book and if desired a pinata could be
experienced by the children. Once they have
researched what and why they are used.  
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Children explore their individuality by designing their own
camel hump…how will it look? What represents them
personally? Spend some time exploring the ‘fancy dress’
page of the book. Display each camel with a photograph
of the child’s face on. Celebrate diversity. 

Display ideas:
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